is more pronounced in large scale problems or in 3-D problems .
A parallel fast multipole accelerated boundary integral algorithm for solving boundary value problems is presented in this paper. This paper focuses on the downward pass, the upward pass and the preconditioning process, which are considered to be the expensive parts in the FMM (Fast Multipole Method) algorithm. All of them are parallelized with on single CPU machines has been tested by many investigators (See Nishimura1) for references). If one seeks to further enhance the efficiency and applicability of this method in larger problems, one will have to investigate parallelization of the code.
Parallel computers can be classified into two categories, i. e. distributed memory and shared memory machines. A popular architecture of the latter type is the SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessors). In SMP computers, the parallelization is usually loop based, i. e., loops in a serial program is divided into threads and each processor will execute one thread of each loop. The task of programmers for SMP type computers is then to write directives with OpenMP4) in front of the "do loop". The advantage of this type of parallelization is that the programmer needs little effort to make changes in the program structure In spite of such an advantage of SMP computers, researches on SMP computers have been scarce compared to those of distributed memory machines, because large systems of SMP computers have been rather rare until recently. Actually, the parallelization of BIEM and FMM on distributed memory systems has been well studied and a remarkable speedup has been achieved 7) , but researches on SMP computers have been limited only to conventional BIEM (see Nishimura et al8) for attempts of a hybrid parallelization on SMP computers).
But, recently, the situation has changed. For example, the Academic Center for Computing and Media Studies (ACCMS) of Kyoto University has replaced its vector parallel computer Fujitsu VPP800 with a scalar parallel computer HPC2500. The HPC2500 of ACCMS consists of 11 SMP nodes, each of which has 128 CPUs and 512 GB of shared memory. This trend may continue, considering the fact that large scalar SMP computers are usually made of less expensive components than vector parallel machines, and the importance of parallel algorithms for SMP computers may increase. This paper, therefore, focuses on the parallelization of FMM on SMP computers and tests the performances of the parallel codes via numerical examples in two dimensional crack problems for Laplace's equation and in three dimensional elastostatic inclusion problems.
Formulation
In this section we shall briefly describe the FMM This integral is evaluated in terms of the multipole expansion. To see this, we set:
where z0 is a point near z, 6 is a point near S and is the multipole moment centered at ƒÄ0 defined by:
The center of the multipole moment is shifted with the M2M formula given by:
The integral in (8) can be rewritten in terms of the local expansion as follows:
where Lq(z0) is the coefficient of the local expansion centered at z0 given by:
which we call the M2L formula.
Finally, the center of the local expansion is shifted with the L2L formula given by:
Fast
Multipole Algorithm
A Hierarchical Structure
The tree structure in 2-D is described here. The 3-D counterpart is given just by replacing the expression quad-tree" with "oct-tree". level1 level2 level3 Fig. 1 The quad tree structure.
The whole boundary is divided into many cells as shown in Fig. 2 . Also shown in Fig. 1 is the hierarchical quad-tree structure.
As shown in these figures, each cell is divided to four subcells (children) until the maximum number of elements in the cell becomes less than a preset value No, or the level of the cell reaches a preset maximum level. The parameter N0 is set empirically between 50 and 500 so as to best save the memory and computational cost.
A childless cell is termed "leaf". The relationships among cells are shown in Fig.3 . For the cell painted in black, those cells which are next to it are termed "neighboring cells", those cells whose parents are next to its parent are termed "cells in the interaction list' and other cells are termed "far cells". (1) Upward pass The fast multipole algorithm is described here. For every leaf, the multipole moments around the cell center are calculated. The center of the multipole moment is then shifted to that of the parent cell (M2M). The multipole moments of the parent are obtained as the sum of the moments of its children. In this way, from the bottom level to level 2, the multipole moments around the center of each cell are obtained.
(2) Downward pass On level 2, the coefficients of the local expansion are obtained from the multipole moments of cells in the interaction list (M2L). Children get the coefficients of the local expansions from their parents with the shift of the centers (L2L) and get the coefficients of the local expansions from the cells in the interaction lists In this example 0.486% of the elapsed time is consumed in the preconditioning process, 3.040% is in the upward pass and 96.3960% is in the downward pass, the sum of which gives 99.9% of the whole time. Other processes such as making tree structure or normalization of the Krylov bases in GMRES (generalized minimal residual method) are negligible compared to those three processes. Therefore it is considered satisfactory to parallelize only these three processes.
Automatic Parallelization
The HPC2500 in ACCMS is implemented with the automatic parallelization as a compiler option. As shown in the pseudocodes, the parallelization is the parent based one in the upward pass and the child based one in the downward pass.
The block diagonal preconditioning is parallelized for each block.
In this parallel algorithm, different threads will never overwrite the same memory for M, L or AJblock, and because the memory accesses by different threads are kept well-separated, little false sharing will occur.
Numerical Examples
In this section we test the performance of the parallel FMM codes by solving two dimensional Laplace crack problems and three dimensional elastostatic inclusion problems. An HPC2500 of ACCMS of Kyoto University which has 96 CPUs (1.3GHz) and 384GB of memory is used for the crack problem. The tolerance in the solution for GMRES is set equal to 10-5.
Crack Problem for Laplace's Equation in
Many cracks are distributed uniformly in the infinite two dimensional space as shown in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 4 Crack distribution.
We consider a 70•~70 array of cracks, whose geometric size in Fig. 4 
Elastostatic Inclusion
Problem in 3-D An analysis of an elastic full space with embedded rigid inclusions is carried out. This analysis is intended as a model of carbon nanotube (CNT) based composite materials, taking into consideration the fact that the stiffness of CNT is usually more than an order of magnitude higher than that of the matrix. This problem is formulated as a three dimensional elastostatic bounary value problem with a Dirichlet type boundary condition including unknown rigid-body displacements given as follows: Table 2 and Table 3 we can say that the elapsed times basically follow the estimate of the computational complexity of the fast multipole method.
As shown in Table 2 and Table 3 the elapsed time needed for solving the problem is always reduced as the number of threads is increased, but because of the nature of loop based parallelization, the increase of the speedup with the number of threads slows down from around 32 threads. From Fig.8 and Fig.9 it can be seen that for larger systems or for more expensive parts (downward process here) the effect of parallelization becomes even more pronounced. Having reached as high as 50 in speedup with 64 CPUs, we can say that the efficiency of this parallel algorithm is satisfactory considering Amdahl's law given by:
where N is the number of threads and P is the ratio of the parallel program in time. Further, by comparing Fig.6 with Fig.9 , we can say that the speedup with the number of threads is more remarkable in the 3-D elastostatic problem than in 2-D problems. This difference occurs because of the nature of the tree structure; namely, the oct-tree structure is more suitable for parallelization than the quad-tree because the more the number of branches is the larger the grain size becomes. but also in the fact that this parallel fast multipole algorithm is more powerful for larger problems or in three dimensional problems. A limitation of this parallelization method in solving much larger problems is that the number of CPUs cannot exceed the number of CPUs in one node (128 in ACCMS). We shall therefore investigate hybrid parallelization with MPI and OpenMP to use more than one node so that one can solve much larger problems, having, say, hundreds of millions of unknowns. 7 .
